Photography and Its Origins - Tanya Sheehan 2014-11-20
Recent decades have seen a flourishing interest in and speculation about the origins of photography. Spurred by rediscoveries of ‘first’ photographs and proclamations of photography’s death in the digital age, scholars have been rethinking who and what invented the medium. Photography and Its Origins reflects on this interest in photography’s beginnings by reframing it in critical and specifically historiographical terms. How and why do we write about the origins of the medium? Whom or what do we rely on to construct those narratives? What’s at stake in choosing to tell stories of photography’s genesis in one way or another? And what kind of work can those stories do? Edited by Tanya Sheehan and Andrés Mario Zervigón, this collection of 16 original essays, illustrated with 32 colour images, showcases prominent and emerging voices in the field of photography studies. Their research cuts across disciplines and methodologies, shedding new light on old questions about histories and their writing. Photography and Its Origins will serve as a valuable resource for students and scholars in art history, visual and media studies, and the history of science and technology.

A Course on Aesthetics - Renato Barilli 1993
“A Course on Aesthetics” offers a broad perspective of current scholarship in aesthetics without favouring any one particular school, discipline, or ideology. Written in an elegant and clear style, Barilli’s text explores the basic inherent structures of human thought about the classification and evaluation of the arts. Barilli avoids any binding or dogmatic conclusions about artistic assessment in his consideration of both historical and more current art forms such as video and performance art. In doing so, he presents a contemporary account of a scholarly concern. In “A Course on Aesthetics”, Barilli examines the aesthetic experience in general, the passage from aesthetics to art, the “user” of art, and the critic. In his brilliant analyses of the phenomenology of various forms of art - from literature to music, from painting to art, from theatre to television - he discusses the relationship between representation and expression, touching on many of the major questions debated in contemporary criticism. A bibliography provides direction for further study of the history of aesthetics as a discipline. Renato Barilli has published numerous books in Italian on poetics, cultural theory, and contemporary art, including “Culturologia e Fenomenologia Degli Stili”, L’Arte Contemporanea”, and “Il Ciclo Del Postmoderno”. The University of Minnesota Press has also published a translation of his “Rhetoric” (1989). Karen Pinkus is translator of Giorgio Agamben’s “Language and Death” (Minnesota, 1991).

Daguerreotype hallmarks - Gabriele Chiesa 2020-04-06
Some account of the origin and early history of the photography. Daguerreotype manufacturing and historical daguerreotype process. Recognition, identification and classification of hallmarks on daguerreotype plates; tables with images and reference codes for cataloging hallmarks. Hallmarks impressed on daguerreotype plates can provide precious information on the area of origin, on the producer, on the eventual importer and sometimes also on the photographic studio and the date of production. Most daguerreotypes have long been considered anonymous. The hallmarks impressed on the plates tell a different story and open the way to consider signed daguerreotypes by known makers.

L’immagine latente - Beaumont Newhall 2020-10-22
Come accaduto per numerose innovazioni tecnologiche, la fotografia non ha avuto un solo “padre”. Molte menti, in luoghi e periodi differenti, si sono adoperate per sperimentare nuove tecniche per catturare le immagini, ma soltanto nel gennaio 1839, quando l’Académie des sciences di Parigi certificò il successo di Daguerre, vennero progressivamente alla luce i lavori di coloro che lo avevano preceduto, o che sostenevano di averlo fatto. Questo libro di Beaumont Newhall ripercorre gli albori della fotografia da un punto di vista tecnico-scientifico. Un percorso accidentato, niente affatto lineare, che mette in evidenza come un procedimento diventato presto universale sia nato dall’opera di pionieri che hanno lavorato molto spesso l’uno all’insaputa dell’altro.

Italian Humanist Photography from Fascism to the Cold War - Martina Caruso 2020-08-19
Spanning four decades of radical political and social change in Italy, this interdisciplinary study explores photography’s relationship with Italian painting, film, literature, anthropological research and international photography. Evocative and powerful, Italian social documentary photography from the 1930s to the 1960s is a rich source of cultural history, reflecting a time of dramatic change. This book shows, through a wide range of images (some published for the first time) that to fully understand the photography of this period we must take a more expansive view than scholars have applied to date, considering issues of propaganda, aesthetics, religion, national identity and international influences. By setting Italian photography against a backdrop of social documentary and giving it a distinctive place in the global history of photography, this exciting volume of original research is of

Beaumont Newhall Storia Della Fotografia
Per un museo della fotografia a Roma - Raffaella Perna 2012 Il volume raccoglie interventi su questioni quali l'acquisizione, la conservazione, la promozione e la valorizzazione della fotografia alla luce della storia di importanti istituzioni nazionali e internazionali. I contributi presentati potranno offrire proposte e spunti di riflessione utili per la progettazione del Museo della Fotografia di Roma.

Visioning Technologies - Graham Cairns 2016-12-08 Visioning Technologies brings together a collection of texts from leading theorists to examine how architecture has been, and is, reframed and restructured by the visual and theoretical frameworks introduced by different 'technologies of sight' – understood to include orthographic projection, perspective drawing, telescopic devices, photography, film and computer visualization, amongst others. Each chapter deals with its own area and historical period of expertise, organized sequentially to mark out and analyse the historical evolution of how architecture has been transformed by technologically induced shifts in human perception from the 15th century until today. This book underlines the way in which architectural forms and design processes have developed historically in conjunction with the systems of sight we manufacture technologically and suggests this continues today. Paradoxically, it is premised on the argument that these technological systems tend, in their initial formulations, to obtain ever greater realism in our visualizations of the physical world.

Lucia Moholy (1894-1989) - Lucia Moholy 2012 Photographer, writer and intellectual, Lucia Moholy (born Lucia Schulz, Karolinenthal, Prague, 1894 - Zollikon, Zurich, 1989) is a central figure in the 20th century history of photography, although the fame of her husband, the renowned artist László Moholy-Nagy, overshadowed her work for a long time. Through her photographs, an example of the German avant-garde and of the Neue Sachlichkeit (New Objectivity), it is possible to understand the complexity of her artistic personality and to reconstruct the role she played in the cultural history of the past century. Her major photographic work is on the Bauhaus: pictures of the school, of teachers, objects and furniture are considered as true icons of modern times. The essays published in this volume allow us to understand and outline Lucia Moholy's complex artistic personality, thus giving her the correct place she is due in 20th century culture. Exhibition: Museo MAX, Chiasso, Italy (24.11.2012-31.1.2013).

Storia della Figa - Kurt Kristensen 2013-12-05 Storia della Figa è un Originale Libro Visivo sulla Storia dell'Organo femminile. L'Autore ripercorre dalla preistoria a oggi come l'uomo abbia rappresentato il sesso femminile e quali fossero i significati a essi legati. Le Tematiche trattate dall'autore seguono un vasto quadro culturale storico e sociale che abbraccia secoli di storia femminile allo scopo di fare luce sulle motivazioni culturali che sono state alla base di teorie e credenze sull'organo femminile.
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Fare storia dell'arte - Maria Grazia Balzarini 2000

Photography as Power - Marco Andreani 2019-01-14 Enriched with an introduction by David Forgacs, this book explores the complex relationship between photography and power in its various manifestations in Italian history throughout the nineteenth, twentieth and twenty-first centuries. How did the Italian state employ the medium of photography as an instrument of dominance? In which ways has photography been used as a critical medium to resist hegemonic discourses? Taking into account published and unpublished images from professional photographers such as Letizia Battaglia, Tano D’Amico and Mario Cresci and non-professional photographers, artists, photo-reporters, and war soldiers, as well as social scientists and criminologists, such as Cesare Lombroso, this book unfolds the operations of power that lay behind the apparent objectivity of the photographic frame. Some essays in this volume discuss the use of photography in national and colonial discourses, as well as its employment in constructing images of power from war propaganda and fascism to public personas like Benito Mussolini and Silvio Berlusconi. Other contributions examine the ways in which the medium has been employed to create counter-hegemonic discourses, from the Resistance and the years of lead up to the contemporary times. Among the contributors to this volume are major international scholars on Italian photography such as Gabriele D’Autilia, Nicoletta Leonardi and Pasquale Verdicchio.

Futurism and the Technological Imagination - 2009-01-01 This volume, Futurism and the Technological Imagination, results from a conference of the International Society for the Study of European Ideas in Helsinki. It contains a number of re-written conference contributions as well as several specially commissioned essays that address various aspects of the Futurists’ relationship to technology both on an ideological level and with regard to their artistic languages. In the early twentieth century, many art movements vied with each other to overhaul the aesthetic and ideological
foundations of arts and literature and to make them suitable vehicles of expression in the new Era of the Machine. Some of the most remarkable examples came from the Futurist movement, founded in 1909 by Filippo Tommaso Marinetti. By addressing the full spectrum of Futurist attitudes to science and the machine world, this collection of 14 essays offers a multifaceted account of the complex and often contradictory features of the Futurist technological imagination. The volume will appeal to anybody interested in the history of modern culture, art and literature.

ESCRITORAS ITALIANAS INÉDITAS EN LA QUERELLA DE LAS MUJERES: TRADUCCIONES EN OTROS IDIOMAS, PERSPECTIVAS Y BALANCES VOLUMEN II-BARTOLOTTA Salvatore 2019-12-10 Esta edición representa la ocasión de evaluar y difundir los resultados de las diferentes investi-gaciones, plantear nuevas posibilidades de proyectos y colaboraciones entre diferentes univer-sidades e investigadores, y finalmente crear Redes Internacionales de cooperación científico-técnica y de innovación. Uno de los objetivos específicos que la obra se propone es re-flexionar sobre textos de autores y autoras del pasado y utilizarlos como herramientas para pro-fundizar en temas relacionados con la igualdad cultural entre hombres y mujeres, y sobre cuestiones como la violencia en todas sus variantes, las nuevas masculinidades... Contemporáneamente, se quiere dar a conocer traducciones al castellano, o a otras lenguas europeas del espacio lingüístico común, de autoras italianas e incentivar nuevas traducciones. Esta publicación quiere proponer un acercamiento diferente al estudio de la Literatura Italiana que permita profundizar temas de literatura y traducción, relacionados con el género, como la rescritura del canon, la recuperación de autoras olvidadas, la interpretación y análisis de los tex-tos. La publicación de estos resultados en una editorial de impacto como la de la Universidad Nacional de Educacion a Distancia permitirá su difusión y su visibilidad entre el profesorado y el alumnado de diferentes universidades españolas y extranjeras. Contemporáneamente, se quiere crear un material didáctico en varios idiomas que pueda permitir al profesorado proponer nuevas temáticas de estudio e investigación, relacionadas con escritoras y escritores filólogos durante su actividad docente.
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Italian Neorealist Photography-Antonella Russo 2021-12-31 This book offers an analysis of the socio-historical conditions of the rise of postwar Italian photography, considers its practices, and outlines its destiny. Antonella Russo provides an incisive examination of Neorealist photography, delineates its periodization, traces its instances and its progressive popularization and subsequent co-optation that occurred with the advent of the industrialization of photographic magazines. This volume examines the ethno(photographic) missions of Ernesto De Martino in the deep South of Italy, the key role played by the Neorealist writer and painter Carlo Levi as "ambassador of international photography", and the journeys of David Seymour, Henry Cartier Bresson, and Paul Strand in Neorealist Italy. The text includes an account the formation and proliferation of Italian photographic associations and their role in institutionalizing and promoting Italian photography, their link to British and other European photographic societies, and the subsequent decline of Neorealism. It also considers the inception of non-objective photography that thrived soon after the war, in concurrence with the circulation of Neorealism, thus debunking the myth identifying all Italian postwar photography with the Neorealist image. This book will be particularly useful for scholars and students in the history and theory of photography, and Italian history.
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Walker Evans-Judith Keller 1995-11-02 Walker Evans is widely recognized as one of the greatest American photographers of the twentieth century, and the J. Paul Getty Museum owns one of the most comprehensive collections of his work, including more of his vintage prints than any other museum in the world. This lavishly illustrated volume brings together for the first time all of the Museum’s Walker Evans holdings. Included here are familiar images—such as Evans’s photographs of tenant farmers and their families, made in the 1930s and later published in Let Us Now Praise Famous Men—and images that are much less familiar—such as the photographs Evans made in the 1940s of the winter quarters of the Ringling Brothers circus, or his very late Polaroids, made in the 1970s. In addition, many previously unpublished Evans photographs, and variant croppings of classic images, appear here for the first time. Author Judith Keller has written a lively, informative text that places these photographs in the larger context of Evans’s life and career and the culture—especially the popular culture—of the time. In so doing, she has produced an indispensable volume for anyone interested in the history of photography or American culture in the twentieth century. Also included is the most comprehensive bibliography on Walker Evans published to date.
La stupidità fotografica - Ando Gilardi 2014-07-02T00:00:00+02:00
Ando Gilardi è considerato il più irriverente fotografo e studioso che l'Italia abbia prodotto negli ultimi cento anni. Autore di libri cult sulla fotografia e personaggio eclettico, con questo breve saggio in forma di dialogo Gilardi fa un'incursione dispettosa e divertita sul concetto di stupidità in chiave fotografica, partendo dalle famose leggi sulla stupidità dell'economista Carlo M. Cipolla. Il testo è corredato da una trentina di immagini di fotografia popolare ottocentesca sul tema della stupidità tratte dall'enorme archivio fotografico della Fototeca Storica Nazionale da lui fondata.
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Windows on Latin America - Robert M. Levine 1987 Using 139 black and white images from private and public collections, this photographic anthology studies contemporary and past Latin American societies, combining text and visual images.
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Verso la modernità. I bresciani e le esposizioni industriali 1800-1915 - Sergio Onger 2010-05-27T00:00:00+02:00

Atti del Convegno internazionale di studi Tina Modotti, una vita nella storia - Comitato Tina Modotti 1995

Dagherrotipia, ambrotipia, ferrotipia positivi unici e processi antichi nel ritratto fotografico - Gabriele Chiesa 2020-05-10 Storia e descrizione dei processi fotografici antichi a positivo unico nella fotografia di ritratto. Questo testo si propone di contribuire alla conoscenza di tecniche e procedimenti all'origine della storia della fotografia. Il corredo iconografico di circa mille immagini
mostra schemi per il riconoscimento e la classificazione delle antiche tecniche fotografiche attraverso numerosi esempi di sezioni e disassemblati delle principali tipologie di confezione europee ed americane. Le illustrazioni provengono dai fondi collezionistici degli autori. Il libro definisce: un sistema di classificazione dei profili di riquadri (mat) usati nelle confezioni in astuccio (case); un sistema di classificazione dei punzoni (hallmarks) usati da produttori, importatori e dagherrotipisti con relativa tavola di identificazione; nuovi specifici termini tecnici in lingua italiana, in relazioni a elementi di confezione e montaggio degli oggetti fotografici antichi; dimensioni e caratteristiche dei formati fotografici storici; criteri di riconoscimento e identificazione relativi ai procedimenti fotografici originari. Seconda edizione: il capitolo di identificazione dei punzoni e firme su lastra dagherrotipo è stato completamente rinnovato.
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Il medico di Roma-Luca Borghi 2015-11-03 “Pochi uomini percorrendo le vie di una città possono al pari di Guido Baccelli rimirare ad ogni passo le opere che hanno essi stessi promosso”, si scrisse al momento della sua morte nel 1916. E se si pensa che quella città è Roma e che le opere di cui si parla vanno dal Pantheon al Policlinico Umberto I, dalla Passeggiata archeologica alla Galleria Nazionale d’Arte Moderna... Beh, viene proprio da domandarsi: come mai oggi del divo Baccelli, il clinico più celebre e uno dei politici più influenti dell’Italia post-unitaria, Ministro della Pubblica Istruzione per ben sei volte, non si ricorda quasi nessuno? A un secolo esatto dalla sua scomparsa era doveroso cercare di ricostruire e di riproporre una figura così poliedrica e imprevedibile, così locale e universale, da essere ricordato con queste parole dal settimanale milanese «L’Illustrazione Italiana»: «L’uomo, il civis più rappresentativo che Roma abbia dato all’Italia unita, dal 20 settembre 1870 in poi; l’incarnatore più caratteristico del "romano de Roma"». 
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